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Summary
There is a need for more faithful simulation of space
debris impacts on various space vehicles. Space debris
impact velocities can range up to 14 km/sec and conven-
tional two-stage light gas guns with moderately heavy
saboted projectiles are limited to launch velocities of
7-8 km/sec. Any increases obtained in the launch veloci-
ties will result in more faithful simulations of debris
impacts. It would also be valuable to reduce the maximum
gun and projectile base pressures and the gun barrel ero-
sion rate. In this paper, the results of a computational fluid
dynamics (CFD) study designed to optimize the perfor-
mance of the NASA Ames 0.5" gun by systematically
varying seven gun operating parameters are reported. Par-
ticularly beneficial effects were predicted to occur if
(1) the piston mass was decreased together with the
powder mass and the hydrogen fill pressure and (2) the
pump tube length was decreased. The optimum set of
changes in gun operating conditions were predicted to
produce an increase in muzzle velocity of 0.7-1.0 km/sec,
simultaneously with a substantial decrease in gun erosion.
Preliminary experimental data have validated the code
predictions. Velocities of up to 8.2 km/sec with a
0.475 cm diameter saboted aluminum sphere have been
obtained, along with large reductions in gun erosion rates.
I. Introduction
There is a need for more faithful simulation of space
debris impacts on various vehicles, such as the space sta-
tion, the shuttle, Earth and planetary entry and ballistic
missile interceptors. Space debris impact velocities can
range up to 14 km/sec and conventional two-stage light
gas guns with projectiles with L/D ratios of 0.5-1.0 or
larger, are limited to launch velocities of 7-8 km/sec
(ref. 1). Any increases obtained in the launch velocities
will result in more faithful simulations of debris impacts.
In addition, it would be valuable, even while maintaining
the same launch velocity, to improve gun component life
and increase the likelihood of successful launches of the
test package. This could be done by reducing the maxi-
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mum gun and projectile base pressures and reducing the
gun erosion rate.
There are a number of gun operating parameters which
can be changed to attempt to reach these goals. Among
the most important of these are:
1. Gunpowder mass.
2. Pump tube piston mass.
3. Break valve (diaphragm) rupture pressure.
4. Initial hydrogen fill pressure.
5. Length of pump tube.
6. Angle of high pressure contraction section.
7. Projectile mass.
8. Powder burn rate.
A number of earlier gun optimization studies have been
conducted. In the work of reference 2, parameters 1, 2, 3,
4, and 7 above were varied (57 computational fluid
dynamics (CFD) runs were made). Variation of the other
parameters was not studied. Further, the degree of varia-
tions of parameters 2 and 3 in the work of reference 2 was
somewhat limited (maximum variations of 27 percent and
a factor of 3, respectively). There was also no study of the
optimization of break valve rupture pressure while other
parameters were also being optimized. The five optimiza-
tion sweeps (each varying a single parameter) all passed
through a single benchmark point; thus, multiparameter
optimization was not done. In reference 3, parameter 6 is
studied in some detail and some comparisons are made for
two different powder burn rates and two different piston
masses; i.e., a limited study was made of parameters 2 and
8 above. There is little or no discussion of optimization of
the other parameters listed above. Further, the optimiza-
tion work reported in reference 3 is aimed at somewhat
lower muzzle velocities (5-6 km/sec) than those of inter-
est herein (7-8 km/sec). Reference 4 is an earlier study at
the Ames Research Center. All eight parameters listed
above were investigated in that study, but the total number
of CFD runs made (38) was rather small and therefore, the
coverage of the parameter space was limited. In addition,
the work of reference 4 shares the limitation of
reference2in that(1)optimizationofbreakvalvepres-
surewasnotconsideredwhileotherparameterswere
optimizedand(2)mostoptimizationspassedthrougha
singlebenchmarkreferenceasewhileasingleparameter
wasvaried;thus,multiparameteroptimizationwasnot
considered,forthemostpart.
Weemphasizeh rethattheearlierworkreferredtoabove
isof highqualityandhasfurnishedanumberofimportant
results.Thepresentworkdoesallowus,however,tostudy
areasnotinvestigatedbytheearlierworkasfollows:
1. Sevenoftheparameters(allexceptforparame-
ter8)wereinvestigatedinthepresentstudy.
2. MoreCFDruns(77)wereperformedinthecur-
rentstudy,allowingamorecompletesurveyofthe
parameterspace.
3. Inthecurrentstudy,considerableattentionwas
paidtooptimizingthebreakvalverupturepressurewhile
othervariableswerebeingoptimized.
4. Thetwomainoptimizations of the current study
involve varying parameters 1, 2, 3, and 4 in sequence;
thus a better degree of optimization is to be expected than
for single-parameter optimizations around a single
benchmark condition.
5. The current study uses an approximate correction
for the erosion of wall material and the incorporation of
this wall material into the hydrogen working gas. This is
important for high muzzle velocity gun operating condi-
tions and was not considered in the earlier studies.
The present CFD optimization was performed for the
NASA Ames 0.5" gun. The effects of varying the gun
parameters will be discussed in detail in the following
sections.
Support for DWB by NASA (Contract NAS-2-14031) to
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lI. CFD Code Description
The CFD code and its validation are described in detail in
reference 5; hence, only a brief description of the code
will be given here. The code is quasi-one-dimensional
(quasi-l-D), uses the Godunov method and is third-order
accurate in space and second-order accurate in time. The
Riemann solver used is nearly exact. Friction and heat
transfer to the tube wall for gases and dense media are
modelled and a simple nonequilibrium turbulence model
is used for gas flows. Realistic equations-of-state are used
for all media. The code also models the gunpowder burn
in the first stage breech.
The code was validated against a number of analytical
solutions and by comparing its predictions against exper-
imental data from the Ames 1.5" and 0.28" light gas guns,
taken over a considerable range of gun operating condi-
tions. The agreement between the CFD predictions and
the experimental data was judged to be very good. Further
details on the description and validation of the code can
be found in reference 5.
IIl. Introduction to Survey
A. Gun Description and Benchmark Operating
Conditions
Figure 1 is a sketch (not to scale) showing the benchmark
configuration of the Ames 0.5" gun as modelled by the
CFD code. Table 1 gives the benchmark operating condi-
tions of the gun. The length of the pump tube can be
defined in several ways, depending whether or not one
wishes to include the volume of the piston and/or the con-
traction section or to give a volume-equivalent length.
Hence, we do not give a specific length in table 1. How-
ever, from figure I, the various ways of defining the pump
tube length would yield values between 1549 and
1604 cm. The pump tube pistons are polyethylene rods,
constructed with lands of slightly larger diameter at the
forward and aft ends which ride on the pump tube wall.
The lands are separated by a shank of slightly smaller
diameter, which tides free of the wall during most of the
piston stroke. The real piston has a Bridgeman seal at the
forward end formed by machining a truncated conical
hollow into the front face of the piston. This conical hol-
low cannot be modelled by the quasi- 1-D CFD code. The
equivalent 1-D piston set up in the CFD code has the same
land lengths and shank diameters as the real piston and its
length has been adjusted so that its mass is equal to that of
the real piston. The land diameters of the 1-D piston have
been reduced to be exactly equal to the pump tube bore
diameter to allow for erosion of land material. Further
details of piston modelling are given in reference 5.
B. Data Studied in Survey
The main data studied in evaluating the present survey
are pressure histories at several different locations in the
gun. For each gun firing cycle solution obtained, pressure
histories were plotted at the following locations. (In the
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Figure 1. Gun modelled in CFD study. Not to scale. All dimensions are in cm. Numbers are distances from bfind end of
breech. DIA denotes diaphragm (break valve).
Table 1. Ames 0.5" gun benchmark operating conditions (gun
parameter set #1)
Powder
Powder mass
Piston material
Piston mass
Pump tube hydrogen pressure
Pump tube length
Break valve break pressure
Sabot material
Total launch mass
IMR/DuPONT 4198
250 grn
High-density polyethylene
904 gm
2.069 bar
Benchmark, standard length
345 bar
Lexan
1.52 gm
list below, "forward" is in the projectile launch direction
and "aft" is in the opposite direction.)
1. 15.587 cm aft of initial position of the projectile
base.
2. 7.794 cm aft of initial position of the projectile
base.
3. At the projectile base.
4. 6.64 cm forward of initial position of the projec-
tile base.
5. Most forward cell in the moving grid which
covers the piston.
6. Most aft cell in the moving grid which covers the
hydrogen in the pump tube.
Positions 1 and 2 above are located at about 35 percent
and 65 percent of the way along the high pressure contrac-
tion section for all cases except those with varying con-
traction section angle. Position 4 gives a measure of the
maximum pressures which will occur in the barrel. Posi-
tions 1, 2, and 4 are fixed, while the remaining positions
move with the motion of the projectile and piston.
Mostofthediscussionbelowwilldealwiththemaximum
pressureswhichoccuratparticularlocationsduringthe
firingcycle,sincethesearecriticalfordeformationa d
crackingofthegunandsurvivalofthelaunchpackage.
Examinationfthepressurehistoriesforallofthegun
firingcyclestudiedtodatehasshownthatmostofthe
effectsofchangingunoperatingconditionscanbe
observedbyexaminingthemaximumpressuresreachedat
themostforwardpositioninthehighpressurecontraction
sectionandattheprojectilebase(positions2and3listed
above).Themaximumpressuresattheotherpositionsare
almostalwayseither(1)veryclosetothoseatposition2
or(2)liebetweenthoseatpositions2and3.Hence,in the
presentpaper,wewillpresentmaximumpressuredataat
positions2and3only.
Figure2showscalculatedpressurehistoriesattheprojec-
tilebaseandin themostforwardcellinthepumptube
hydrogengridforthegunfiringconditiondefinedby
"gunparameterset#2"givenintable2.Notethe
eq
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Figure 2. CFD pressure histories at the projectile base and at the most forward hydrogen cell for the gun firing conditions
defined in table 2.
Table 2. Ames 0.5" gun benchmark operating conditions (gun
parameter set #2)
Powder
Powder mass
Piston material
Piston mass
Pump tube hydrogen pressure
Pump tube length
Break valve break pressure
Sabot material
Total launch mass
IMR/DuPONT 4198
225 gm
High-density polyethylene
723.31 gm
3.389 bar
607.4 cm shorter than std. length
300 bar
Lexan
1.52 gm
4
successionfpressurepeaksarrivingattheprojectile
base.Thesearecausedbyshockwavesreflectingbetween
thefrontofthepistonandthediaphragmortheprojectile
base.Thesharpeaks,eparatedbyvalleyswithmuch
lowerpressures,arecausedbytheshockwavefocusing
actionoftheconicalhighpressurecontractionsection.A
veryimportantconcerni thepresentstudyistopredict
thewaveuponwhichthebreakvalve(diaphragm)rup-
tures.Forthecaseoffigure2(withgunparameterset#2),
thecodepredictsthatthebreakvalvewillruptureonthe
waveat14.0msec.Whilevaryingunoperatingparame-
ters,suchaspowdermassorinitialpumptubefill pres-
sure,toobtaincontinuouscurves,onemustassurethat
breakvalverupturecontinuestooccuronthesamewave
asconditionsarevaried.Inthepresents udy,thiswas
assuredbyvaryingtherupturepressureofthebreakvalve
asrequired.Forthestudyoftheeffectsofthevariationof
anumberofgunoperatingparameters(e.g.,powdermass,
hydrogenfill pressure)inthepresents udy,it wasneces-
sary,attimes,tovarythebreakvalverupturepressureto
ensurethathebreakvalvewasalwaysrupturingonthe
mostfavorablewave.
Thepresentpaperrepresentsacontinuationofthework
presentedin reference4.Inadditiontopresentingan
optimizationofadifferentlightgasgunthanthatdis-
cussedinreference4,thepresentpaperrepresentsan
advanceoverthatpreviousworkforreasonspresentedin
theintroduction.Oneofthesereasonswastheuse,inthe
presentpaper,ofacorrectionfortheerosionofwallmate-
rialandtheincorporationfthismaterialintothehydro-
genworkingas.Thiscorrectionwasobtainedasfollows.
A roughcorrelation(showninfig.3)wasmadeofexper-
imentalgunerosiondatafortheAmes0.5",1.0",and
1.5"guns.Thefourdifferentsymbolsindicateindividual
datapointsfromfourdatasetsforthethreedifferentguns
andthesolidlineisthetrendline,estimatedbyeye,used
in theestimationoftheerosioncorrection.Thecorrelation
offigure3allowsonetoestimateheerosionincalibers
pershot(at4calibersdepth)asafunctionof(powder
mass)/(barreldiameter)3.[Wenotethatabeuercorrela-
tionofgunbarrelerosionhassincebeenobtained and is
presented in reference 7. This correlation correlates the
gun erosion with both (powder mass)/(barrel diameter) 3
and (powder mass)/(hydrogen mass).] From the erosion
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Figure 3. Experimental gun erosion data for the Ames 0.5", 1.0", and 1.5" guns plotted versus (powder mass)/(barrel
diameter) 3. The four different symbols indicate individual data points from the four data sets and the sofid line is the overall
trend line.
estimate in calibers per shot, an estimate is made for the
total barrel mass lost per shot, assuming that the erosion
takes place uniformly over a length of 8 calibers. Based
on measurements of the shapes of eroded gun barrels
presented in reference 7, this gives a fairly good estimate
of the actual amount of mass lost per shot. The initial
mass of hydrogen in the pump tube can easily be cal-
culated. To correct for the loading down of the hydrogen
working gas with eroded gun material, the following cor-
relation parameter was selected
V = l (T°tal working "gas" mass, i.e., hydrogen plus steel)(Hydrogen mass)
CFD predictions were then made for five high velocity
shots (up to 9.5 km/sec) with the Ames 0.5" light gas gun.
The ratio
[3= (CFD prediction of muzzle velocity)
(Experimental muzzle velocity)
was found to correlate fairly well with V. Figure 4 shows
the velocity ratios, I_, plotted versus V for these five high
velocity shots (solid data points). The solid curve is the
assumed trend curve for the erosion correction procedure.
The curve was selected to pass through the two uppermost
points and drops to I_ = 1 at the average _ value for the
three lowermost points. This correction was applied to all
muzzle velocity results presented here. Below CFD muz-
zle velocities of about 7-7.5 km/sec, the correction proce-
dure is not needed and the CFD code directly yields very
good predictions of muzzle velocity (refs. 5 and 6). For
high velocity shots, the correction can be substantial (see
fig. 4). For example, for very severe launch conditions
(high powder loads, low hydrogen pressures), the CFD
predictions of muzzle velocities can be 12-13 km/sec,
whereas the actual velocities achieved are 9-9.5 km/sec.
The loading of the hydrogen gas by the eroded gun mate-
rial is very severe in such cases. In 1996, it is hoped to
modify the code to calculate gun erosion and the incor-
poration of the eroded material into the working gas. This
would eliminate the need for the above correction
procedure.
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Figure 4. Muzzle velocity ratio, CFD/experimental, plotted versus the hydrogen mass-barrel erosion mass correlation
parameter, V. Experimental data points (solid circles) are for five high velocity shots. The curve is the assumed trend
curve for the erosion correction procedure.
IV. Convergence and Accuracy of CFD
Results
Before beginning the discussion of the CFD surveys of
the effects of changing the various gun operating paramet-
ers, we address the issues of convergence and accuracy of
the CFD results. In this connection, several grid refine-
ment studies have been performed for different gun oper-
ating conditions and have yielded very similar results for
convergence and accuracy. Below, we discuss the most
extensive of these surveys.
This survey was taken with the gun operating operating
conditions defined by "gun parameter set #3," given in
table 3. Table 4 shows the results of the grid refinement
study. The gridding shown is the number of cells for the
gunpowder/powder gas, piston and hydrogen zones,
respectively. Looking at columns two to five, we can see
that the solution is well converged for the finest grid, the
difference between the pressures and velocities between
the finest and second-finest grid being between 0.1 per-
cent and 0.45 percent. Between the finest and the third
finest grids, the corresponding differences range from
0.6 percent to 1.0 percent, except for the maximum con-
traction section pressure, for which the difference is
2.0 percent. To save CPU time, we have chosen to operate
at the third finest grid shown. Hence, for the CFD results
presented in this paper, the expected errors due to lack of
complete convergence of the solutions would be 1 percent
or less for the velocities and the maximum projectile base
pressure and a maximum of about 2 percent for the maxi-
mum contraction cone pressure. This was judged to be
sufficiently accurate for the present type of optimization
survey.
For most of the results presented herein, however, there
will be a somewhat larger error for the maximum projec-
tile base pressure only. This error has nothing to do with
lack of convergence of the solutions. To conserve disc
space, only every 10th step is written in the final output
files. Also, only every 10th step was examined to deter-
mine the maximum pressures. This limitation has virtually
no effect on the piston or projectile muzzle velocities or
on the recorded maximum value of the relatively slowly
varying maximum contraction section pressures. It does
have an effect on the recorded maximum projectile base
Table 3. Ames 0.5" gun benchmark operating conditions (gun parameter
set #3)
Powder
Powder mass
Piston material
Piston mass
Pump tube hydrogen pressure
Pump tube length
Break valve break pressure
Sabot material
Total launch mass
IMR/DuPONT 4198
175 gm
High-density polyethylene
723.31 gm
2.169 bar
607.4 cm shorter than std. length
500 bar
Lexan
1.52 gm
Table 4. Grid refinement study for Ames 0.5" gun
Gridding Muzzle Piston Max. proj. Max. contr.
velocity velocity a base pressure cone press, b
(km/sec) (m/sec) (dy/cm 2) (dy/cm 2)
CPU
time
(sec)
6,6,22 7.689 796.8 3.642 x 109
8,8,30 8.132 809.7 4.318 x 109
10,10,38 8.075 800.4 4.185 x 109
14,14,52 8.215 804.6 4.352 × 109
16,16,56 8.165 798.9 4.290 x 109
18,18,60 8.145 799.8 4.309 x 109
I 1.30 x 109
13.43 x 109
13.26 x 109
14.05 x 109
13.82 x 109
13.77 x 109
191
324
502
939
1165
1406
aBetween x = 930.5 cm and x = 942.6 cm along pump tube.
bat x = 1021.2 cm.
pressure,sinceanumberofwaveswithverysharpeaks
strikethebaseof theprojectile.Fortherunsshownin
table4,thedifferencebetweenthemaximumprojectile
basepressureexaminingeverytimestep(asshowninthe
table)andthatcalculatedexaminingevery10thtimestep
was2-8percent.Foralltherunsdiscussedherein,except
thoseshownintable4,onlythemaximumprojectilebase
pressurebasedonexaminingevery10thtimestepis
available.Thefinalassessmentoftheaccuracyofthe
computationalresultspresentedhereinisthus:
(a) Muzzlevelocity-within1percentofconverged
value.
(b) Maximumpressureincontractioncone-within
2percentofconvergedvalue.
(c) Maximumpressureatprojectilebase-solutionis
convergedtowithin1percent,butquotedvaluesare
2-8percentlow,sinceonlyevery10thstepwassampled
toobtainthemaximumvalue.
TheCPUtimeshownintable4areforsingle-processor
calculationsonaCrayC-90machine.TypicalCPUtimes
forthe16,16,54griddingare600-950sec.If vectorized,
thecodewouldlikelyrun10-100timesfaster.
V. Survey of Gun Operating Conditions
A. Full Length Pump Tube
The first part of the survey involves operation of the gun
with the full pump tube length shown in figure 1. We
begin by running CFD solutions for a powder mass of
250 gin, a pump tube fill pressure of 2.069 bar and a total
launch mass of 1.52 gm. The piston and projectile mate-
rials and the type of gunpowder are as shown in table 1.
Solutions were run for five different piston masses. Fig-
ure 5 shows the maximum projectile base pressures versus
muzzle velocity for all of these runs. For the solid curve
with the solid data points, the piston mass in grams is
shown underlined for each data point. For piston masses
of 1130, 904, and 723 gin, solutions were run at two addi-
tional break valve rupture pressures to determine the
optimum wave on which to rupture the break valve. For
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Figure 5. Maximum projectile base pressure versus muzzle velocity. Numbers beside data points are piston masses (gm),
underlined, and break valve rupture pressure (bar).
each of these three piston masses, the results for the three
different rupture pressures are shown joined by the dotted
curve. Beside all data points, not underlined, is shown the
break valve rupture pressure in bars. For the variation of
piston mass and break valve rupture pressure only shown
in figure 5, it is apparent that the solid line represents the
most favorable operating condition of the gun. (One
wishes always to move towards the lower fight corner of
the graph to obtain the most favorable operating condi-
tions.) All of the operating conditions along the solid
curve have the diaphragm rupture occurring on the same
wave. It should be pointed out that the solid data points
with piston masses of 904 and 1130 gm are representative
of high performance gun operating conditions which have
been used frequently in the past for projectile masses in
the region of 1.5 grams.
Since one wishes to move towards the lower right comer
of the graph, the bulge of the solid black curve in that
direction (for piston masses of 819 and 723 gin) was
selected as a starting point to vary two additional param-
eters. For a piston mass of 723 grams, the powder mass
was varied from 275 to 175 gm, always keeping on the
same wave for diaphragm rupture. Then, from the operat-
ing condition with a piston mass of 723 gm and a powder
mass of 175 gin, the hydrogen fill pressure was reduced
from 2.07 bar to 1.32 bar, again always keeping on the
same wave for diaphragm rupture. The resulting curves of
maximum projectile base pressure versus muzzle velocity
are shown in figure 6. The upper solid curve of figure 6 is
the same as the solid curve in figure 5. For clarity, in fig-
ure 6, we have omitted the curves showing the effect of
varying the break valve rupture pressure which appear in
figure 5. The break valve rupture pressures required to
maintain rupture on the same wave were, for the points on
the dotted curve (variation of powder mass), from top to
bottom, 1000, 700, 700, 600, and 400 bar. For the points
on the lower solid curve (variation of hydrogen fill pres-
sure), the necessary break valve rupture pressures were,
from left to right, 400, 400, 300, and 300 bar.
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Figure 6. Maximum projectile base pressure versus muzzle velocity, showing the effects of varying piston mass, powder
mass and hydrogen fill pressure. Numbers beside data points are piston masses (gm), powder masses (gm) and
hydrogen fill pressure (bar).
From figure 6, it can be seen that moving from the more
traditional gun operating conditions (lower two points
along the upper solid curve) to the new conditions calcu-
lated along the lower solid curve entails very substantial
advantages. For example, while maintaining a given max-
imum projectile base pressure, one may raise the muzzle
velocity 0.8-1.0 km/sec. One may also choose to maintain
the same muzzle velocity and achieve a 35-40 percent
drop in maximum projectile base pressure. Further, simul-
taneously with making either one of these two changes,
from our correlation of gun erosion versus powder mass,
one should achieve a reduction in gun erosion of
50 percent or more.
One should examine whether the improved performance
at the projectile base achieved from shifting from the
upper to the lower solid curve in figure 6 might be
accompanied by a deterioration in performance at other
locations in the gun. To examine this issue, we present
figure 7, which is a strict analog of figure 6, except that
the ordinate now gives the maximum pressures at a point
about 65 percent along the high pressure contraction cone
of the gun. This location is known, from a number of pre-
vious studies, to be subjected to very nearly the maximum
pressures which occur anywhere in the gun during any
particular gun firing cycle.
We note that the maximum pressures occurring in the
high pressure contraction cone are about 4 times those at
the projectile base. Further, the improvement in shifting
from the gun operating conditions represented by the
upper solid curve of figure 6 to those represented by the
lower solid curve (for the maximum projectile base pres-
sure) is paralleled by a very similar improvement in the
high pressure contraction cone. This was also found to be
true for other locations in the gun for which data is not
shown here. Thus, the improvement achieved by these
suggested changes in gun operating conditions appears to
apply to the entire area of the gun subject to high hydro-
gen pressures in rather similar (though not identical)
ways. This was also found to be true for the second opti-
mization presented in section V, part B. For this reason,
we will present herein, from now on, plots of maximum
projectile base pressure versus muzzle velocity only.
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Figure 7. Maximum pressure at a point about 65 percent of the way along the high pressure contraction cone versus
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data points are piston masses (gm), powder masses (gm) and hydrogen fillpressure (bar).
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We now discuss the effect of reducing the projectile mass.
We return to figure 6. Starting from the point on the
uppermost curve for a projectile mass of 819 grn, a second
set of optimizations, not shown here, was performed
because a number of pistons of this mass were available.
This second optimization involved, as for the data shown
for 723 gm pistons, a reduction in powder mass from 250
to 175 gram, followed by a reduction in hydrogen fill
pressure from 2.07 to 1.32 bar. The result was two curves
which lie slightly above the dashed curve and the lower
solid curve in figure 6. For the lowest curve for the
819 gram piston (powder mass of 175 gm, hydrogen fill
pressures of 2.07 to 1.32 bar), the CFD analyses were
then repeated for projectile masses of 1.31 instead of
1.52 gram. The results of the decrease of projectile mass
from 1.52 gm to 1.31 gm were as follows.
1. Only very small increases in muzzle velocity
(0-2 percent) were predicted to occur.
2. The maximum projectile base pressures were
reduced roughly in proportion to the projectile mass.
3. The maximum pressure in the high pressure con-
traction cone was essentially unchanged.
Thus, the principal advantage in reducing the projectile
mass for this type of gun operating condition appears to
be the reduction in the maximum base pressure on the
projectile.
B. Shortened Pump Tube
Because of the improved performance with a shortened
pump tube observed for the Ames 1.5" light gas gun
(ref. 4), a second optimization series was carried out on
the Ames 0.5" gun with a shortened pump tube. A con-
venient joint between pump tube sections allowed 607 cm
of pump tube length to be removed, reducing the pump
tube volume by about 40 percent. For the optimizations
described here, the hydrogen pressures were correspond-
ingly increased, so that the total amount of hydrogen gas
in the pump tube was the same for corresponding cases
with the full pump tube length and with the shortened
pump tube. The optimizations now to be discussed will
follow very nearly the same sequence used in section V,
part A for the optimization for the full length pump tube.
Figure 8 shows, for the shortened pump tube, the maxi-
mum projectile base pressure plotted versus muzzle
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velocity, showing the effects of varying piston mass and
break valve rupture pressure. This figure is closely analo-
gous to figure 5 for the case with the full length pump
tube. More CFD runs were made to obtain the data shown
in figure 8 than for that shown in figure 5. This allowed
the effect of varying break valve rupture pressure to be
more completely defined. In figure 5, for each of three
piston masses, three rupture pressures were investigated.
For the remaining two piston masses, only a single rupture
pressure was investigated. In contrast, in figure 8, for each
of three piston masses, four rupture pressures were inves-
tigated and for the remaining two piston masses, two rup-
ture pressures were investigated. For each of the piston
masses for which four rupture pressures were investi-
gated, the four cases studied correspond to break valve
rupture on one of 4 successive waves arriving at the pro-
jectile base. For all three of these cases, it is the same four
waves which arrive in succession at the projectile base.
For the piston masses for which only two rupture pres-
sures were investigated, this corresponds to rupture on the
second and third waves of the four discussed above.
The solid line with solid data points in figure 8 shows the
envelope of the optimum gun operating conditions based
on variation of piston mass and break valve rupture pres-
sure only. For the four lowest piston masses, the best
wave on which to rupture the break valve is the second
wave (solid circular data points), except that the condition
for the 723 gram piston with rupture on the third wave is
very slightly better than the envelope for rupture on the
second wave. However, for the 1130 gram piston, it is
clear that rupture on the third wave produces a signifi-
cantly better operating condition. This point is indicated
by the solid diamond data point. Thus, between piston
masses of 904 and 1130 grams, the optimum wave on
which to rupture the break valve changes from the second
wave to the third wave. Thus, careful attention to the
selection of the wave upon which the break valve will
rupture is critical in the optimization of gun operating
parameters.
The next part of the optimization follows that which was
done for full length pump tube in section V, part A. Start-
ing from the solid data point in figure 8 for a piston mass
of 723 gm, the powder mass was reduced to 175 gm.
Then, the hydrogen fill pressure was reduced from 3.39 to
2.17 bar. For the powder mass variation, the break valve
rupture pressure was adjusted to maintain the rupture on
the second wave. For the hydrogen fill pressure variation,
runs at each hydrogen pressure were made with break
valve rupture occurring on several different waves. In this
case, for all hydrogen fill pressures investigated, it was
found that break valve rupture on the third wave gave the
best performance. Again, this points out the necessity of
paying close attention to the selection of the wave on
which the break valve rupture while optimizing operation
of the gun. The results of these calculations are shown in
figure 9. The uppermost solid curve is the solid curve
shown in figure 8. The curves showing the effect of vary-
ing the break valve rupture pressure in figure 8 are
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Figure 9. Maximum projectile base pressure versus muzzle velocity, showing the effects of varying piston mass, powder
mass, and hydrogen fill pressure. Numbers beside data points are piston masses (gm), powder masses (gin), and
hydrogen fillpressure (bar).
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omitted in figure 9 for clarity. The dotted curve is the
curve for the variation of powder mass; for this curve,
break valve rupture always occurs on the second wave.
The lower solid curve is the curve for the variation of
hydrogen fill pressure and, for this curve, break valve rup-
ture always occurs on the third (and optimum) wave. The
break valve rupture pressures required to maintain rupture
on the same wave were, for the points on the dotted curve
(variation of powder mass), from top to bottom, 250, 250,
150, and 150 bar. For the points on the lower solid curve
(variation of hydrogen fill pressure), the necessary break
valve rupture pressures were, from left to right, 600, 600,
500, and 500 bar.
The gains achievable in moving from the upper to the
lower solid curves in figure 9 are very similar to those
which were noted from figure 6 in section V, part A for
the full length pump tube. For example, while maintaining
a given maximum projectile base pressure, one may raise
the muzzle velocity 0.7--0.9 km/sec. One may also choose
to maintain the same muzzle velocity and achieve a
30-40 percent drop in maximum projectile base pressure.
Further, simultaneously with making either one of these
two changes, from our correlation of gun erosion versus
powder mass, one should achieve a reduction in gun
erosion of 50 percent or more.
C. Comparison of CFD and Experimental Results
Before starting the CFD-experimental discussion proper,
we make a comparison of the final optimized curve for the
full length pump tube (taken from fig. 6) with the corre-
sponding curve for the shortened pump tube (taken from
fig. 9). These two curves are shown in figure 10 below. It
is immediately apparent from figure 10 that the optimiza-
tion with the full length pump tube appears to be slightly
superior to that for the shortened pump tube. Hence, one
may well ask: why shorten the pump tube? The answer
has to do with the correction applied to the initial CFD
results (which do not, yet, model gun erosion) to allow for
the effect of erosion of gun material and the incorporation
of this high molecular weight material into the hydrogen
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Figure 10. Final optimized curves of maximum projectile base pressure versus muzzle velocity, for the full length and
shortened pump tubes. Curves taken from figures 6 and 9.
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working gas (see sec. HI, part B). The actual gun erosion
data is very difficult to acquire and has a large scatter
(ref. 7), and therefore, to date, we have only been able to
discern a definite correlation between gun erosion per
shot and powder mass. It is clear that other variables (such
as pump tube length) effect gun erosion, but we are not
yet able to extract these effects from the very noisy gun
erosion data. Thus, the relationship of the two lines shown
in figure 10 is only roughly indicative and indeed, other
experimental work (ref. 4) has shown that shortening the
pump tube actually results in somewhat increased muzzle
velocities and reduced gun erosion.
Before comparing the experimental and theoretical muz-
zle velocities, two issues will be addressed: (1) the accu-
racy of the experimental muzzle velocities and (2) the
difference between the gunpowders used in the CFD
solutions and in the experiments.
The experimental velocity data is obtained by observing
the successive passage of the projectile through several
sets of time gates. Projectile passage is detected by
photomultiplier tubes or by a electrical contact being
made upon impact. A correction must be applied for the
deceleration of the projectile as it passes through the gas
in the dump tank. Allowing for this deceleration, several
different values are obtained for the projectile muzzle
velocity because the projectile passes though several pairs
of time gates. The average of these is the quoted value of
the muzzle velocity. The scatter in these values gives a
measure of the accuracy of the experimental muzzle
velocities. For a large number of shots, the maximum total
scatter of muzzle velocities is 0.5--0.6 percent. Thus, the
accuracy of the quoted experimental muzzle velocities is
very likely less than 0.3 percent and is certainly less than
0.6 percent.
The CFD calculations were made with IMR/DuPont 4198
powder, whereas the experimental firings used IMR/
DuPont 4895 powder. Since these powders have signif-
icant differences in burn rates, this is an undesirable
situation. In this paragraph, we discuss why this differ-
ence exists and why we believe that valid CFD/
experimental comparisons can be made in spite of the
two different powders. For reasons of availability, the
4895 powder was chosen for the 1995--96 work with the
Ames 0.5" gun. All of the data on the Ames 0.5" gun from
the 1960s onwards was examined and no powder chamber
pressure data could be found for 4895 powder. Limited
powder chamber pressure data for the 4198 powder was
available, however. These two powders have essentially
the same chemistry, but the grain sizes are significantly
different, leading to significant differences in burn rates.
Lacking any powder chamber pressure data for the 4895
powder, the powder burn rate and piston friction values to
be used in the code were adjusted (see ref. 5, sec. 5.2)
using the data for the 4198 powder. The parameter survey
was then started. When 60 of the 77 CFD solutions had
been obtained, the first shots were fired with the 4895
powder and powder chamber pressure for that powder was
now available. It was immediately obvious that the pow-
ders burned in significantly different manner and that the
60 CFD solutions in hand were not directly applicable to
the new experimental shot data now available. Since it is
known that the key parameter is the piston velocity as it
enters the high pressure contraction section, the following
technique was developed. For a comparison between CFD
and experimental results, all parameters correspond
exactly except (I) type of powder, as discussed above and
(2) powder mass. Basically, the powder mass in either the
CFD calculation or the actual gun firing is adjusted so that
the piston velocity between the last pair of whisker gauges
before the contraction cone entrance is matched between
theory and experiment. This technique allows the effec-
tiveness of the experimental implementation of optimiza-
tion survey to be evaluated. It is emphasized that this
adjustment of powder mass is not done when powder
chamber pressure data is available for the powder in
question (refs 4--6).
Figure 11 shows the comparison of CFD and experimental
muzzle velocity data for a limited set of experimental
data. Shown are comparisons for four shots with the full
length pump tube and three shots with the shortened pump
tube. The gun operating conditions for all these shots were
close to one or the other of the curves in figure 10. The
projectile masses varied from 1.17 to 1.35 grams. It is
seen that for the two lowest performance shots with the
full length pump tube, the difference between the CFD
and the experimental results is 1-2 percent. Moving from
the two lowest performance shots to the intermediate
performance shot (at an experimental muzzle velocity of
7.2 km/sec), by reducing the hydrogen fill pressure from
2.07 to 1.67 bar, the CFD predictions of muzzle velocity
increase by 1.25 km/sec. The experimentally observed
increase is substantial, 0.88 km/sec, but is about 30 per-
cent smaller than the CFD value. When the hydrogen fill
pressure was lowered a second time (from 1.67 to
1.32 bar, for the data point at an experimental muzzle
velocity of 7.35 km/sec), very little further improvement
in muzzle velocity was observed (only 0.19 km/sec),
whereas the CFD calculations predicted a substantial
further improvement (about 0.70 km/sec). This is believed
to be due a large increase in gun erosion for the lowest
hydrogen fill pressure which is not modelled by our
simple correction technique. A similar phenomenon has
been observed in the past with the full length pump tube.
For example, for powder masses of 175 and 200 grams
and projectiles weighing about 0.9 gm, very little muzzle
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Figure 1I. Experimental versus CFD muzzle velocities for the Ames 0.5" gun.
velocity increase (about 3 percent) was observed upon
reducing the hydrogen fill pressure from 1.03 to 0.69 bar,
whereas very much larger velocity increases were
predicted by CFD calculations. For the three shots with
shortened pump tube, we see that (1) higher muzzle
velocities are obtained, ranging from 7.5 to 8.2 km/sec
and (2) the experimental muzzle velocities continue to rise
as the fill pressure is reduced from 2.17 to 2.05 to
1.70 bar. This is believed to be due to the reduced gun
erosion which occurs for the shorter pump tube. This is
likely to be due to the lower maximum temperatures
which occur with the shorter pump tube since the initial
hydrogen pressure is higher and the total compression
ratio is smaller. The muzzle velocities for the high
performance shots all run roughly 10 percent below the
CFD predicted values. As mentioned above, this is
believed to be due to the inadequacy of our simple
correction procedure for gun erosion.
We note that, by using the optimized gun operating curve
from figure 9 for the shortened pump tube:
• The maximum experimental muzzle velocities
were raised from about 7.35 km/sec (for the full length
pump tube) to about 8.2 km/sec for the shortened pump
tube.
• The maximum velocity of 8.2 km/sec consider-
ably exceeds the all-time previous maximum launch
velocity for saboted spheres for this gun--7.4 km/sec
(obtained with a full length pump tube).
We now discuss the reduction in gun erosion achieved
through the present optimization process. In figure 12 we
show the gun erosion, in calibers/shots, for the seven
shots for which muzzle velocity data is given in figure 11
and for 12 shots made in the 1960s. We have added trend
lines for the old data and two groupings of the new data
with the full length and the shortened pump tube. We note
that virtually no changes have been made in the gun
operating parameters from the 1960s data shown here up
until the present optimization effort. The 1960s data
shown in figure 12 is virtually the only good data avail-
able for the Ames 0.5" gun that was taken previous to the
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1990s and with gun operating parameters anywhere near
those of the current optimization survey. All gun erosion
data is taken at about 4 calibers depth in the barrel. The
projectile mass for the seven recent shots varied between
1.17 and 1.35 gm, the average being 1.26 gm. To allow
for the variation in projectile mass for the various shots,
the muzzle velocities were normalized, on a kinetic
energy basis, to a projectile mass of 1.26 gm. That is, if
the true muzzle velocity of a I. 17 gm projectile was
8 km/sec, its normalized muzzle velocity would be
(1.17/1.26) 0.5 x 8 = 7.71 km/sec. The normalized muzzle
velocity is the ordinate in figure 12. The same normaliza-
tion procedure was followed for the 1960s data, for which
the projectile mass varied from 0.89 to 1.93 gm.
All of the seven recent shots were made operating the gun
at conditions close to one or the other of the optimized
curves shown in figure 10. The 1960s data was taken, on
the whole, for conditions much closer to the unoptimized
uppermost curve of figure 6. The piston masses for the old
data were between 888 and 1115 grams, whereas for the
new data, lighter pistons with masses between 707 and
821 grams were used. For some of the low performance
1960s data, powder masses of 175 gm were used, but for
most of the higher performance 1960s shots, the powder
masses ranged from 200 to 275 grams. Allowing for the
difference between the burning rates of the 4198 and
4895 powders, the equivalent 4198 powder load for all of
the seven recent shots was 175 grams. The hydrogen fill
pressures for most of the 1960s shots were between 1.03
and 1.51 bar, somewhat lower than that for the uppermost
curve of figure 6. Of course, only the second set of three
recent shots has the benefit of the shortened pump tube.
Also, it is interesting to note that for all except one of the
1960s shots, the break valve pressure had the very high
value of 1380 bar, whereas for the optimized curves of
figure 10, the break valve pressure ranged from 300
16
to600bar.Lowerbreakvalvepressures(downtoabout
300bar)wereusedinotherseriesofshotsinthe1960s.
Theerosiondataisverydifficultotakeandissubjectto
largescatterasisevidentinfigure12.A roughassess-
mentofdataaccuracycanbemadebygroupingdatafor
similar(butnotidentical)shotsandgivingthemeanand
thetotalscatterrangeforthegroupeddata.Forexample,
fortheolddatabetween6.8and7.1km/sec,theerosion
c_nct_-7+0.0033 calibers/shot (three datacan be given as ..... --0.0027
points). For the old data between 7.6 and 8.4 krn/sec, the
+0 0053
erosion can be given as 0.0067_010047 calibers/shot
(seven data points). For all of the new data grouped
c, • - +0 0021
t%ether, the erosion can be given as 0.0029_010019
calibers/shot (seven data points). For the new data with
the shortened pump tube, the erosion can be given as
0 cuba+0'002 calibers/shot (three data points). Although it
.... -0.002
clearly would be better to have data with better statistics,
the author believes the data shown in figure 12 is strongly
indicative of substantial reductions in gun erosion
achieved as a result of the present optimization process.
For example, even with the standard length pump tube,
one may make an argument for about a factor of 1.5
reduction in gun erosion between the 1960s and the
present, optimized gun operating conditions for
normalized muzzle velocities between 6.6 and 7.2 km/sec.
Comparing the new data with the shortened pump tube
with the old data for normalized muzzle velocities
between 7.5 and 8.4 km/sec, we see strong evidence for
about a factor of 2 reduction in gun erosion achieved as a
result of the present optimization process. (We note that,
in fig. 12, all of the 1960s shots for which erosion data is
shown were made with polycarbonate slugs, whereas all
seven of the recent shots for which erosion data is shown
were made with saboted spheres.)
From both the muzzle velocity and gun erosion data
(figs. 11 and 12), it was concluded that the CFD opti-
mization process was very valuable in obtaining the best
performance from the Ames 0.5" gun.
D. Variation of Angle of High Pressure Contraction
Cone
All the CFD gun cycle solutions discussed up to this
point were made with a high pressure contraction
section cone full angle of 12.4 deg, which corresponds
to the current gun configuration and the sketch shown in
figure 1. For the conditions of the rightmost point on the
lower solid curve in figure 9 (for the shortened pump
tube), solutions were run for four other cone angles.
These altered cone geometries were obtained from that
shown in figure 1 by maintaining the position of the
small end of the cone (relative to the diaphragm) and
then changing the cone angle. Full cone angles of 12.4
(standard), 22, 31, 40, and 60 degrees were investigated.
The pressure histories for the hydrogen cell adjacent to
the diaphragm (or projectile base after diaphragm rupture)
are shown in figure 13. In order to maintain diaphragm
rupture on the same wave, the rupture pressures had to be
set, for the 5 different cone angles, to 500, 500, 500, 400,
and 300 bar, as shown in figure 13. (N.B: each curve in
fig. 13 is offset 2 x 109 dy/cm 2 from the one below for
clarity.) Thus, the ordinate axis is correct only for the
lowest curve. Offsets to the ordinate axis of 2 x 109 to
8 x 109 dy/cm 2 must be applied for the other curves. For
all cases in figure 13, diaphragm rupture occurs on the
wave between 0.0165 and 0.0166 sec.
The effects of varying the contraction cone angle are as
follows. The maximum projectile base pressure is
changed only slightly--the variations are only about
9 percent over the complete angle range investigated here.
This is also tree for the maximum pressures reached in the
high pressure contraction section (not shown here) with
the largest variation of that maximum pressure being
about 16 percent. However, the rise in pressure becomes
much smoother as the cone angle is increased. The first
tKree waves, starting with the wave at diaphragm rupture,
are only about half as large for a cone angle of 60 deg
than for a cone angle of 12.4 deg. This may be beneficial
if one is attempting to launch fragile launch packages. The
smoother pressure histories for the larger cone angles are
due to a reduction in the shock focusing action of the cone
as the angle is increased.
With a significantly increased contraction cone angle,
there is a concern that, should there be a loss of hydrogen
gas before or during the piston stroke, the piston could
impact into the steeper cone at excessively high velocities,
leading to excessive pressures and possibly, gun failure.
With the more traditional contraction cone angles
(5-13 deg), there is a better chance that the cone taper
itself, without the usual support from the hydrogen
pressure, could halt the piston without damage to the gun.
However, in this regard, we note that the AEDC 3.3" gun
(ref. 3) has been successfully operated with a contraction
section cone angle of 40 deg.
A second five-angle study of the effect of the variation of
contraction cone angle was carried out for diaphragm
rupture one wave later than for the conditions shown in
figure 13. (All other conditions for this second study,
except, of course, break valve pressure, were as given in
fig. 13.) The results of the second study, not shown here,
were generally very similar to those for the first angle
study, except that reductions in the maximum projectile
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base pressure up to 15 percent were obtained. The maxi-
mum pressure reductions were obtained at a contraction
cone angle of 31 deg.
We note that an earlier study (ref. 4) by our group at the
NASA Ames Research Center showed a much larger
reduction (44 percent) in maximum projectile base
pressure as the cone angle in that study was increased
from about 9 deg to 60 deg. The different effects of the
cone angle variation upon the maximum projectile base
pressure are a function of the nature of the pressure his-
tory at the projectile base for the baseline (low cone
angle) case. For the benchmark projectile base pressure
history shown in figure 3 of reference 4, the first and
second waves after break valve rupture are very sharply
peaked, separated by very deep valleys and are, in fact,
the largest two waves. As the cone angle is increased, the
peaks are substantially reduced and the intervening val-
leys partially filled in, leading to substantial reductions in
the maximum projectile base pressure. This same effect
occurs, as the cone angle is increased, on the first two or
three waves after diaphragm rupture shown in figure 13.
However, for the gun operating conditions shown in fig-
ure 13, these first two or three waves are far from being
the highest waves and the region of maximum pressure (at
times of 0.0171 to 0.0173 sec) is much smoother, even for
the smallest cone angle, and is therefore much less
effected by the increase in cone angle. Thus, the effect of
the increase of cone angle on the maximum pressure at the
projectile base depends very greatly on the nature of the
projectile base pressure history for the initial, low cone
angle in question.
VI. Summary and Conclusions
Using a well-validated CFD code, a survey of operating
conditions of the NASA Ames 0.5" two-stage light gas
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gunhasbeenconducted.Thissurveywasaimedatopti-
mizingtheperformanceofthisgun.Gunoptimizationcan
involve:
1. Increaseinmuzzlevelocity.
2. Reductioni maximumgunpressures.
3. Reductioni maximumprojectilebasepressure.
4. Reductioni gunerosion.
Sevengunoperatingparametersweresystematically
varied uringtheCFDstudy.Thesewerepowderand
pistonmasses,breakvalverupturepressure,initial
hydrogenfill pressure,l ngthofpumptube,angleofthe
highpressurecontractionsectionandprojectilemass.
Twomainoptimizationswereperformed;thefirst,forthe
full lengthpumptubeoftheAmes0.5"gunandthesec-
ond,forashortenedpumptubewithabout40percentof
thepumptubevolumeremoved.Eachoptimizationstarted
withfairlytraditionalhighperformanceoperatingcondi-
tionsforprojectilesweighingabout1.5grams,900to
1100grampistons,250grampowderloadsandhydrogen
fill pressuresof2.07and3.39barforthefulllengthand
shortenedpumptubes,respectively.Eachoptimization
theninvolvedreducingthepistonmasstoabout
720grams,followedbyreducingthepowderloadto
175grams,andfinally,byreducingthehydrogenfill
pressureto64percentofitsoriginalvalue.Duringthe
optimizationprocedures,considerableattentionwaspaid
toadjustingthebreakvalverupturepressure,asmuchas
possible,sothatrupturewouldoccuronthemostfavor-
ablewavearrivingatthediaphragmjustbehindthe
projectilebase.
If onecomparesthenewgunoperatingconditions
obtainedastheresultoftheseoptimizationswiththe
older,moretraditionaloperatingconditions,thefollowing
predictionscanbemade.Whilemaintainingagivenmax-
imumprojectilebasepressure,onemayraisethemuzzle
velocity0.7-0.9km/sec.Onemayalsochoosetomaintain
thesamemuzzlevelocityandachievea30--40percent
dropinmaximumprojectilebasepressure.Further,simul-
taneouslywithmakingeitheroneofthesetwochanges,
oneshouldachieveareductioni gunerosionof50per-
centormore.
A limitedexperimentalverificationof theseCFDpredic-
tionswasobtainedfromaseriesofsevenshotsasfollows.
1. Themaximumexperimentalmuzzlevelocities
wereraisedfromabout7.35km/secforthefulllength
pumptubetoabout8.2km/secfortheshortenedpump
tube;also,thismaximumvelocityof 8.2km/seconsider-
ablyexceedstheall-timepreviousmaximumlaunch
velocityof 7.4 km/sec for saboted spheres for this gun
(obtained with a full length pump tube).
2. Gun erosion was substantially reduced when
compared to similar shots in the past for the Ames 0.5"
gun. Gun erosion (at 4 calibers depth) was reduced by
about a factor of 1.5 even with the full length pump tube
and by a factor of about two for the shortened pump tube.
For the latter comparison, the barrel erosion was reduced
from about 0.006 calibers/shot to about 0.003 calibers/
shot.
Two series of five CFD runs each were made to inves-
tigate the effect of varying the contraction section cone
angle. Full cone angles of 12.4 deg to 60 deg were inves-
tigated in each series. For these two series, the maximum
projectile base pressure was found to vary relatively little
(15 percent maximum) as the cone angle was varied.
However, the pressure rise towards the maximum pro-
jectile base pressure became much smoother as the cone
angle was increased. This could be important when
attempting to launch fragile models. With substantially
larger cone angles, there is a concern that, under certain
off-nominal conditions, the piston could impact violently
into the steeper contraction cone, leading to dangerously
high pressures and risking gun failure. Further work
would be useful here, particularly with two-dimensional
solutions for piston impact into the contraction cone.
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